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A B S T R A C T

We present the measurement of the intrinsic hadronic contamination at the CERN SPS H4 beamline configured
to transport electrons and positrons at 100 GeV/c. The analysis, performed using data collected by the NA64-𝑒
experiment in 2022, is based on calorimetric measurements, exploiting the different interaction mechanisms
of electrons and hadrons in the NA64 detector. We determined the contamination by comparing the results
obtained using the nominal electron/positron beamline configuration with those from a dedicated setup, in
which only hadrons impinged on the detector. We also obtained an estimate of the relative protons, anti-
protons and pions yield by exploiting the different absorption probabilities of these particles in matter. We
cross-checked our results with a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation for the hadron production at the primary
T2 target, finding a good agreement with the experimental measurements.
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the NA64-𝑒 detector in the nominal, invisible mode configuration. See text for further details.
1. Introduction: the NA64−𝒆 experiment at CERN

The H4 beamline at the CERN North Area facility is a versatile
beamline capable of transporting high-energy particles with momentum
in the range of 10–400 GeV/c, with variable composition and pu-
rity [1,2]. The NA64−𝑒 experiment exploits the H4 100 GeV/c electron
beam to search for light dark matter (LDM) particles in the mass range
between one and few hundred MeVs [3–5]. NA64 uses the ‘‘missing-
energy’’ technique: the beam collides on an active target measuring the
energy deposited by each impinging particle; LDM particles produced
by the interaction of the primary electron with the active target escape
from the latter undetected. The signal signature is the observation of
events with a large missing energy, defined as the difference between
the nominal beam energy and the one deposited in the target. Beam
purity is a critical parameter for the experiment, since contaminating
hadrons are a potential source of background events [6].

The NA64−𝑒 detector is schematized in Fig. 1. It consists of (I) a
magnetic spectrometer to measure the momentum of each impinging
particle, made by two successive dipole magnets and a set of tracking
detectors – Micromegas, GEMs, and Strawtubes [7] – installed upstream
and downstream the magnet, (II) a syncrotron radiation beam-tagging
system (SRD) based on a Pb/Sc sandwhich calorimeter detecting the
SR photons emitted by the electrons due to their bending in the
dipole magnetic field, [8], (III) a 40-radiation length electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL), serving as active thick target, with energy res-
olution 𝜎𝐸∕𝐸 ≃ 10%∕

√

𝐸(GeV) ⊕ 4%, (IV) a high-efficiency plastic
scintillator counter (VETO) used to identify charged particles produced
by the interaction of the primary beam with the ECAL, and (V) a
downstream massive and hermetic hadronic calorimeter used to detect
secondary long-lived neutral hadrons such as neutrons and 𝐾𝐿 (HCAL).
The ECAL is assembled as a 5 × 6 matrix of 3.82 × 3.82 cm2 cells with in-
dependent PMT readout, segmented into a 4𝑋0 pre-shower section (PS)
and a main section. Overall, its lenght corresponds to approximately
1.3 nuclear interaction lengths. The HCAL length corresponds to ≃ 21
hadronic interaction lengths, resulting in a punch-through probability
of about 10−9. A fourth HCAL module (HCAL-0) is installed at zero de-
grees to measure neutral hadrons produced by upstream interactions of
the primary beam with the beamline elements.1 The production trigger
for the experiment requires the coincidence between the signals of a set
of upstream beam-defining plastic-scintillator counters (SC), as well as
an in-time cluster in the ECAL with total energy 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐴𝐿 ≲ 80 GeV and
pre-shower energy 𝐸𝑃𝑆 ≳ 300 MeV. For calibration purposes, an ‘‘open-
trigger’’ is also implemented, requiring the coincidence between the
SC signals solely. Data used for the study presented in this work were
acquired with the nominal detector configuration described before, in
‘‘open-trigger’’ mode.

1 In the following, we will denote as ‘‘HCAL’’ the combination of the three
modules installed downstream the ECAL.
2

The NA64−𝑒 experiment imposes strict requirements on the prop-
erties of the impinging beam. The beam current should be low enough
to allow to resolve each individual electron/positron impinging on the
detector, allowing at the same time to accumulate a large statistics:
ideally, an impinging particle rate of about 1–10 MHz is required.
Furthermore, the intrinsic beam energy distribution should be as nar-
row as possible, to allow for a proper measurement of the missing
energy. Considering the nominal ECAL energy resolution for a 100
GeV impinging beam of about 3–4%, the required beam energy spread
should be of about 1–2% or lower. Finally, the NA64−𝑒 missing-energy
trigger condition reflects on the maximum allowed intrinsic hadronic
contamination of the beam.

During operations, two main types of events are recorded. The first
is associated with the production of energetic particles escaping from
the active target by the interaction of the primary 𝑒−∕𝑒+ or one of its
secondaries with the ECAL. Events of this first kind are, for example,
the electro-production of energetic hadrons, as well as the radiative
production of a forward muon pair (so-called ‘‘di-muon production’’);
the LDM signal also enters in this category. The second source of
measured events is due to the interaction with the target of beam
hadron contaminants, with only partial deposition of the primary beam
energy in the ECAL.

A detailed knowledge of these two event sources is required to tune
the trigger thresholds and evaluate the corresponding performances.
While the first source of events can be efficiently studied by means of
Monte Carlo simulations, a proper control and estimate of the second
requires a detailed knowledge of the intrinsic hadronic contamination
of the primary beam impinging on NA64−𝑒. In this work, we present
the results obtained from a dedicated measurement of the intrinsic
hadronic contamination affecting the electron/positron beam from the
H4 beamline performed with the NA64 detector.

2. The H4 beamline at CERN North Area

The H4 beam is obtained by having a primary 400 GeV/c proton
beam from the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerator impinging
on a thin beryllium target, and then selecting secondary or tertiary par-
ticles by means of a set of magnets and beam absorbers/attenuators [9,
10]. The particles produced at the target are momentum-selected and
transported through a ≃ 540 m long beamline, composed of many bend-
ing dipoles, focusing quadrupoles and corrector elements towards the
experimental area. Collimating structures and beam instrumentation
are also present and used in order to ensure the beam properties on
a spill by spill basis.

2.1. Electron/positron beam production: the T2 target

The production target serving the H4 (and H2) beamlines (desig-
nated ‘‘T2’’ target) is a 500 mm long Be plate, with transverse size
160 mm (horizontal) × 2 mm (vertical), where the 400 GeV/c ±0.3% 𝛿𝑝

𝑝
proton beam is slowly extracted on [10,11]. The intensity per unit time
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the main beamline elements after the T2 target. The neutral particles are going straight through the XTAX hole and converted in the converter
which is just after. The gray horizontal lines correspond to the magnet apertures, the blue line is the 400 GeV/c beam while the red solid line corresponds to the trajectory
of the neutral particles before they impinge on the converter. The black structure on the right part of the figure correspond to the XTAX apertures, as discussed in the text. A
comprehensive description of the H4 beamline optics is presented in Ref. [2].
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of the protons incident on the T2 target varies depending on the other
SPS operations; typical values are of the order of about 2–3 × 1012 pro-
tons per 4.8 s spill, with one or two spills per supercycle. The supercycle
length varies between 14.4 and 60 s. The target position with respect
to the primary SPS beam direction, as well as the configuration of the
selection dipoles and the beam absorbers/attenuators depends on the
secondary beam to be produced and delivered to the experimental area.

When operated in the special electron/positron mode for the H4
line, leptons are produced via a dual conversion process, by having the
decay photons from 𝜋0∕𝜂 mesons produced in the target propagating
downstream at zero production angle and pair-converting on a thin lead
target installed downstream. In general, for a given electron/positron
energy, the yield is governed by the integral of 𝜋0 decays that lie above
the momentum considered, while it rapidly decreases with increasing
production angle. A simplified drawing of the T2 target station ele-
ments in this special configuration is shown in Fig. 2. Downstream the
target, two large aperture bending dipole magnets (MTN) are installed,
each with a length of 3.6 m [12]. The end of the first (second) is located
at 4.95 m (9.15 m) from the center of the target, with a 0.6 m drift vol-
ume in between them. The scope of these magnets is to sweep away all
secondary charged particles produced in the T2 target and also deflect
the 400 GeV/c beam on a downstream absorber (XTAX). The magnetic
field of each MTN is directed vertically, while the strength is regulated
to have the SPS proton beam being deflected in the horizontal plane
by an angle of 6.85 mrad — for a primary momentum of 400 GeV/c,

total magnetic field integral ∫ �⃗� ⋅ 𝑑𝑙 = 4.57 T⋅m is required for each.
The useful aperture of the two magnets is 240 mm × 60 mm. The XTAX
is made of two large collimating structures, consisting of 1.615 m thick
massive blocks constructed mainly from stainless steel, with the end of
the first (second) located at 23.615 m (25.240 m) from the center of the
target. The XTAX has several holes with different diameters, vertically
aligned, to allow the passage of the secondary particles of interest.
In the case of electron/positron beam configuration, a 64 × 64 mm2

hole is aligned with the primary beam direction before the target. The
secondary target for pair production is a 4 mm thick lead converter,
located at 25.323 m from the T2 center. After the converter, at the start
of H4 beamline, another horizontally-deflecting septum magnet with
a length of 3.2 m and aperture 114 × 60 mm2, whose end is located
at 28.850 m from the target, is used to perform a first momentum
and charge sign selection of the particles that are transported to the
experimental area.

2.1.1. Hadronic contaminants
In the electrons/positrons configuration, the main source of hadron

contaminants in the beam is the forward production of long-lived
neutral particles in the target, such as 𝛬 hyperons and 𝐾𝑆 , propagating
downstream and decaying to charged particles after the sweeping
3

magnet. If secondary particles produced at the XTAX, the vacuum
chambers, the surrounding shielding or even the subsequent septum
magnet aperture are within the proper momentum, spatial and angular
acceptance, they could be transported by the H4 beamline towards the
experimental area. However, most of these particles only make it up
to the section of the line where a momentum selection of 𝑝0 ± 1.2%
(maximum) takes place, filtering out all particles outside this very
narrow momentum band. This selection, combined with synchrotron
radiation effects (present in higher momenta) essentially make the
beams reaching the experimental areas very pure (typically above
90%).

When the beamline is operated in negative-charge mode (𝑒−), the
contamination in the low momentum range, 𝑝0 ≲ 100 GeV/c, is mostly
due to the pions from 𝛬 → 𝑝𝜋− decay. At larger momentum this con-
tribution drops because of the kinematical limit of the decay process,2
and the main source of hadron contaminants is the 𝐾𝑆 decay to a 𝜋+𝜋−

air. Residual contributions are due to anti-protons from 𝛬 → 𝑝𝜋+

ecay, as well as from prompt charged particles produced in the T2
arget at non-zero angle and then re-deflected by the MTN magnets
owards the XTAX hole and the converter. In positive-charge mode
𝑒+), instead, there is no kinematic suppression at large momentum
or the protons from 𝛬 decay. Therefore, a larger intrinsic hadronic
ontamination of the beam is expected with respect to the electrons
ne, due to the much smaller �̄� yield. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3,
howing the H4 beam hadrons-to-electrons (ℎ∕𝑒) ratio as a function
f the energy in the negative-charge (black) and positive-charge (red)
ode, as obtained from a FLUKA-based simulation3 [13,14]. In the

imulation, we included the T2 target, the dipole sweeping magnets,
he XTAX, and the lead conversion target. We computed the ℎ∕𝑒 ratio

by sampling all particles emerging from the latter. To account for the
acceptance of the H4 beamline, we imposed the following kinematic
cuts: |

|

𝑝𝑥∕𝑝|| < 1%, ||
|

𝑝𝑦∕𝑝
|

|

|

< 1%, |
|

𝑥𝑇 || < 5 mm, |
|

𝑦𝑇 || < 5 mm, where 𝑝𝑥 (𝑝𝑦)
is the particle momentum in the horizontal (vertical) direction, 𝑝 is the
total momentum, and 𝑥𝑇 (𝑦𝑇 ) is the horizontal (vertical) coordinate of
the particle position at the target center, obtained by projecting straight
back from the converter to the T2 target center. At 100 GeV, the hadron
contamination in negative-charge mode is of about 0.2–0.3%, while for
the positive-charge mode is roughly one order of magnitude higher.

2 Starting from a 𝑝0 = 400 GeV/c proton beam, the maximum energy of
he 𝜋− from the decay of a 𝛬 baryon produced in the Be target is 𝐸𝜋

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≃
𝑝0
𝑀𝛬

⋅(𝐸∗
𝜋+𝑝

∗
𝜋 ), where 𝐸∗

𝜋 (𝑝∗𝜋) is the pion energy (momentum) in the 𝛬 rest frame.
umerically, 𝐸𝜋

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≃ 97 GeV. The proton maximum energy is 𝐸𝑝
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≃ 375 GeV.

For comparison, the maximum pion energy from the 𝐾𝑠 → 𝜋+𝜋− decay is
𝐸𝜋

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≃ 𝑝0
𝑀𝐾

(𝐸∗
𝜋 + 𝑝∗𝜋 ). Numerically, 𝐸𝜋

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≃ 366 GeV.
3 We used the PRECISIO default settings.
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Fig. 3. The FLUKA calculated ratio between hadrons and electrons/positrons at the
H4 lead converter. The angular and momentum acceptance of H4 beamline have
been applied both for the negative-charge (black) and positive-charge (red) mode. The
structure at 𝐸 ≃ 50 GeV for the negative charge mode is a result of the convolution
etween the energy spectrum of the produced 𝛬 baryons and the maximum energy

allowed in the 𝛬 → 𝑝𝜋− decay.

Finally, we observe that a residual background source is associated
with the photo-production of heavy charged particles in the converter.
For example, muons can be radiatively produced from the process
𝛾𝑃 𝑏 → 𝜇+𝜇−𝑃𝑏. However, the cross-section for this reaction is sup-

pressed by a factor
(

𝑚𝑒
𝑚𝜇

)2
≃ 2.2 ⋅ 10−5 with respect to 𝑒+𝑒− pair

roduction, making this negligible. Similarly, to get a first estimate of
he charged hadrons photo-production, we assume a total 𝛾−𝑝 hadronic
ross section at 𝐸𝛾 ≃ 100 GeV of 𝜎𝛾𝑝 ≃ 200 𝜇barn, and the simple
ncoherent scaling relation 𝜎𝛾𝑃 𝑏 ≃ 𝐴𝜎𝛾𝑝, where 𝐴 is the atomic number.
his results to a total number of hadronic interactions of about 4 ⋅ 10−4
er impinging photon on the converter, to be compared to the fraction
f photons undergoing an 𝑒+𝑒− pair conversion of about 𝑠𝑃𝑏∕𝑋0 ≃ 1. In
onclusion, the photo-production of heavy charged particles from the
onverter is negligible with respect to the decay mechanisms previously
iscussed. This is also highlighted by the energy spectra reported in
ig. 4, comparing the results obtained including (black) or not (red)
he lead conversion target in the FLUKA simulation.

. Methodology

.1. Experimental setup and data sample

We measured the H4 𝑒−∕𝑒+ beam intrinsic hadronic contamination
y using data collected by NA64 in 2022 during so-called ‘‘calibration
uns’’. In these data takings, the experiment operated in ‘‘open-trigger’’
ode. Data were acquired with and without the lead converter after

he XTAX. In runs performed using the converter (‘‘electron calibration
uns’’), the beam impinging on the detector is composed of electrons
nd of a small fraction of contaminating hadrons. The measurement of
his hadronic contaminants fraction is the ultimate goal of this work.
n the other hand, in runs performed without the converter (‘‘hadron
alibration runs’’), the beam is almost entirely composed of hadrons.
4

Table 1
The table shows the run pairs analyzed in this study with the corresponding charge
configuration. The intrinsic hadronic contamination, measured as described in the text,
is reported here, together with the evaluation of statistical and systematic uncertainty.
We grouped together runs referring to the same H4 beamline configuration (collimators
opening), as described in the text.

H4 config. Period Charge h/e (%) ± Stat ± Syst

(a)
{

I
II

Negative
Negative

0.313 ± 0.015 ± 0.002
0.323 ± 0.015 ± 0.001

(b) III Negative 0.356 ± 0.017 ± 0.002

(c)
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

IV
V
VI

Negative
Negative
Negative

0.380 ± 0.017 ± 0.002
0.386 ± 0.015 ± 0.002
0.389 ± 0.012 ± 0.001

(d)
{

VII
VIII

Negative
Negative

0.389 ± 0.012 ± 0.001
0.367 ± 0.016 ± 0.002

(e) IX Positive 4.29 ± 0.09 ± 0.009

In both configurations, a small fraction of muons, produced by pion
decay, is also present.

Overall, we collected eight pairs of negative-charge calibration runs
and one in positive-charge mode (see Table 1). Each pair consists of a
run performed without the lead converter and one with, acquired in
series, not changing any other beamline configuration. This procedure
guarantees that the data measured in the first run are representative
of the hadronic contamination in the second one. The typical beam
intensity in the electron calibration runs (converter installed) was about
6 ∼ 106 particles/spill.

3.2. Data analysis

Our analysis is based on the methodology summarized below. First,
exploiting hadron calibration runs, we evaluated the fraction 𝑓 of
impinging hadrons that interact with the ECAL only through electro-
magnetic ionization and deposit all their energy (∼100 GeV) in the
HCAL. Subsequently, through the same procedure, we determined in
electron calibration runs the total number of events with the same
topology. Assuming that 𝑓 is the same in both run modes, we could
finally extract the total number of hadrons and thus determine the
relative hadron contamination ℎ∕𝑒, where 𝑒 (ℎ) is the fraction of
electrons (hadrons) in the beam.

To evaluate 𝑓 , we first selected particles that act as MIPs within the
CAL (𝑆𝐸 selection), by applying a threshold on the energy deposited
n the ECAL central cell: 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑛 < 5 GeV. At the same time, we required
hat the energy 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 deposited in all other cells was less than 7 GeV.
he observed 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 vs 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑛 distribution is reported in Fig. 5 for an
lectron run and a hadron run. These histograms evidence the different
opologies of events caused by hadrons and electrons. After the 𝑆𝐸 MIP-
ike events selection, we applied a cut on the total energy deposition in
he HCAL to distinguish hadrons from muons, 𝐸𝐻𝐶𝐴𝐿 > 50 GeV (this
election is referred to as 𝑆𝐻 ). Fig. 6 reports the 𝐸𝐻𝐶𝐴𝐿 distribution
or a hadron calibration run, showing two distinct peaks. The low-
nergy peak is due to events in which a muon impinges on the NA64
etup and passes through the calorimeters depositing a small amount
f energy due to ionization. The high-energy peak is instead due to
adrons entirely absorbed in the HCAL.

The fraction 𝑓 was measured from hadron calibration data as the
atio between the number of events satisfying the 𝑆𝐸 + 𝑆𝐻 selection
ℎ
𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻

, and the total number of events 𝑁ℎ:

=
𝑁ℎ

𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻

𝑁ℎ . (1)

Subsequently, we determined the number of events satisfying the 𝑆𝐸 +
𝑆 selection for electron calibration data, 𝑁𝑒 , and converted it to
𝐻 𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻
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t

Fig. 4. The differential yield of protons (top-left), 𝜋+ (top-right), anti-proton (bottom-left), and 𝜋− (bottom-right) after the Pb conversion target obtained from FLUKA, including
(black) or not (red) the latter in the simulation. All results have been normalized to the total number of impinging protons on the T2 target.
Fig. 5. The 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 VS 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑛 distribution for a hadron (left) and electron (right) calibration run. In the right plot, the presence of contaminating hadrons manifests as the events
accumulating in the low-𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 low-𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑛 energy region, generating a ‘‘triangular’’ distribution similar to that reported in the left plot.
w
v

a
c

he total number of hadrons normalizing by 𝑓 . The ℎ∕(ℎ+ 𝑒) ratio thus

reads:

ℎ =
𝑁𝑒

𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻 1 , (2)
5

ℎ + 𝑒 𝑓 𝑁𝑒 d
here 𝑁𝑒 is the total number of events collected with the lead con-
erter. This procedure was applied independently for each run pair.

In the above formulas, all particle yields must be corrected to
ccount for the presence of muons in the beam. The corresponding
orrection factors were determined via Monte Carlo simulations, as
escribed in the following subsection.
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Fig. 6. The 𝐸𝐻𝐶𝐴𝐿 distribution for a hadron calibration run after the 𝑆𝐸 MIP-like
events selection was applied. The low-energy peak at 𝐸𝐻𝐶𝐴𝐿 ≃ 10 GeV is due to
passing-through muons, while the high-energy peak is due to 100 GeV fully-absorbed
hadrons.

3.3. Monte Carlo simulations

We simulated about 5 × 106 muons impinging on the detector using
the official NA64 simulation software, based on the Geant4 frame-
work [15,16]. According to the described selection, the events caused
by muons can be divided into three distinct categories. Most muons
pass through both ECAL and HCAL interacting solely through ionization
and depositing a small amount of energy in both detectors. This class
of events results in a clear signature and satisfies the 𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻 selection.

e estimated the corresponding relative fraction to be 𝑓𝜇
1 ≃ 98.4%. The

second class of events is due to muons crossing the ECAL and depositing
more than 50 GeV in the HCAL, satisfying the 𝑆𝐸 + 𝑆𝐻 selection and

imicking the hadron behavior. We investigated the nature of these
vents and found them to be typically characterized by the emission of
high-energy bremsstrahlung photon interacting with the HCAL. We

stimated the corresponding relative fraction to be 𝑓𝜇
2 ≃ 0.8%. The

last category of events includes those in which the muon gives rise
to a large energy deposition in the ECAL and thus does not satisfy
the 𝑆𝐸 selection. A deeper scrutiny of these events showed that they
are mostly associated with an intense ionization (𝛿−ray emission) in
the calorimeter. The corresponding fraction of events was found to be
≃ 0.8%.

Similarly, we simulated the interaction of pions with the NA64
detector, starting from about 5 × 106 Monte Carlo events. In particular,
we focused on events with a MIP-like signature in the ECAL (i.e. passing
the 𝑆𝐸 selection) and a small energy deposition in the HCAL (not
verifying condition 𝑆𝐻 ), and found them to be ≃ 0.3%. However, sim-
ulations show that in all these events the primary pion decays within
the beamline before reaching the target, generating a high-energy muon
impinging on the ECAL; this is compatible with the observation that,
given the large thickness of the HCAL (∼30 𝜆𝐼 ), the probability for
a pion to pass through it without any hard interaction is completely
negligible.

In conclusion, simulations show that the low-energy peak in the
6

HCAL spectrum is solely populated by events caused by impinging s
muons. Therefore, in experimental data, we considered that all events
satisfying the 𝑆𝐸 + 𝑆𝐻 selection are originated by these particles. For
each run we could thus estimate the total number of impinging muons
from the following equation:

𝑁𝜇 =
𝑁ℎ∕𝑒

𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻

𝑓𝜇
1

, (3)

and then subtract this yield from the two denominators 𝑁ℎ (Eq. (1))
and 𝑁𝑒 (Eq. (2)). Similarly, the two terms 𝑁ℎ

𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻
and 𝑁𝑒

𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻
were

orrected by subtracting the quantity 𝑁𝜇 ⋅ 𝑓𝜇
2 .

. Results

Using the technique described above, we could estimate the hadron
ontamination for the different runs studied. The obtained measure-
ents are reported in Table 1. We quoted the error deriving from the

tatistical uncertainty on the measured particle yields, with the major
ontribution being that from the two terms 𝑁ℎ

𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻
and 𝑁𝑒

𝑆𝐸+𝑆𝐻
.

To determine the systematic uncertainty of our results, we per-
formed a dedicated study evaluating the effect of varying the thresholds
defining the selection of events. In particular, for 𝑆𝐸 , we modified
the cut on 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑛 from 2 GeV to 8 GeV in steps of 1 GeV. In the same
way, we varied the threshold on 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 from 4 GeV to 10 GeV. For
each combination, we repeated the evaluation of 𝑓 and ℎ∕𝑒. Although
the value of 𝑓 significantly depends on the selection thresholds, as
shown in Fig. 7, the hadronic contamination ℎ∕𝑒 is affected very little
by these variations. This result is due to the applied methodology,
which founds on the relative ratio of events selections in hadron and
electron runs, and the variations on 𝑓 factorize out. For 𝑆𝐻 , since
the muon and the hadron populations are clearly distinct in the HCAL
energy distribution, we noticed that no variations for these observables
were induced by changing the corresponding cut values. Using this
approach for each run pair, we evaluated the systematic uncertainty as
the standard deviation of ℎ∕𝑒 measurements obtained for different cut
combinations. In conclusion, this study determined that the systematic
uncertainty affecting ℎ∕𝑒 is negligible compared with the statistical
one, being smaller by a factor ∼10. We quote and report our results
in Table 1.

The obtained results agree with the simulations’ predictions re-
ported in Fig. 3. In particular, the ℎ∕𝑒 ratio, for the negative charge
configuration runs is ∼0.3–0.4%, in good agreement with the result of
he simulations. Similarly, for the positron run, we estimated that the
adron contamination was about ∼4%, to be compared with the ∼6%
rediction from Monte Carlo. However, we should note that the Monte
arlo simulation does not include the ≃ 540 m beamline between the
2 target and the NA64 detector. This transport alters the ℎ∕𝑒 ratio

because of the synchrotron radiation effects and of the pion decay that
reduces the fraction of hadron transported through the line, increasing
the population of muons.

We also observed that, for the negative-charge mode configuration
of the beamline, the ℎ∕𝑒 ratio differs between the runs. This effect is
due to the different beamline configurations used for each run pair,
particularly concerning the opening of the beam-defining collimators
upstream of the NA64 detector. These slits were adjusted during the
data-taking periods to maximize the total beam intensity.4 The hadrons
in the beam are less focused than the electrons due to various effects
(synchrotron radiation effects, hadrons interaction along the length
of the beamline, pions decay to muons, …), as also highlighted by
Fig. 8, showing the beam profile measured with the most upstream
Micromega detector (MM1) during an electron and a hadron calibration
run. Therefore, the more the collimators are open, the higher number

4 Each configuration corresponds to a dedicated file in the CESAR control
ystem [17].
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Fig. 7. The fraction of hadron calibration run events passing the 𝑆𝐸 selection as a
function of the 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑛 and 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 cut thresholds.

Fig. 8. Measured beam profile with the most upstream Micromega detector (MM1)
during an electron (red) and a hadron (blue) calibration run. The hadron beam profile
width is significantly larger than the electron beam one due to the defocusing effects
mentioned in the text. The squared shape of the hadron profile reflects the geometrical
acceptance of the scintillators counters in the trigger (𝛷𝑆0

= 3.2 cm), suggesting that
the hadronic beam width is actually even larger than the size of these detectors.

of hadrons are transmitted, and the larger is the ℎ∕𝑒 contamination.
To highlight this effect, in Table 1 we grouped together the data-
taking runs referring to the same beamline configuration, showing a
compatible value of ℎ∕𝑒.
7

Table 2
Fraction of pions with respect to the total number of hadron
contaminants for the different H4 beamline settings. The uncer-
tainty is purely statistical. For the period (b), the statistics of
‘‘punch-throught’’ events is too low to allow a proper evaluation
of 𝑓𝜋 .
H4 config. Charge 𝑓𝜋 (%)

(a) Negative 68 ± 5
(c) Negative 85 ± 4
(d) Negative 80 ± 5
(e) Positive 30 ± 4

4.1. Relative fraction of hadronic contaminants

When the H4 beamline is operated in negative charge mode, the
main contribution to the hadronic contamination at 100 GeV/c comes
from 𝜋− from the 𝐾𝑆 → 𝜋+𝜋− decay, while in positive charge mode
t is due to protons from the 𝛬 → 𝑝𝜋− decay. Specifically, at 100

GeV, the differential particle yields per impinging proton 𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝐸 after the

ead converter predicted by FLUKA read ≃ 2.7 × 10−7 GeV−1 (protons),
1.2 × 10−8 GeV−1 (𝜋+), ≃ 4.2 × 10−9 GeV−1 (anti-proton), and
1.2 × 10−8 GeV−1 (𝜋−) (see also Fig. 4). From this, the predicted

raction of pions with respect to the total number of hadrons at the lead
onverter is ≃ 74% (≃ 4%) in negative (positive) mode. In all cases, the

yield of kaons is smaller than 10−10 GeV−1.
We validated this result by exploiting the different absorption prob-

abilities of protons, anti-protons and pions in matter [18], and therefore
the different absorption probability in the first HCAL module. For
illustration, at 100 GeV/c the absorption cross section of these particles
in iron, computed from the data in the aforementioned reference,
is about 550 mbarn (𝜋), 690 mbarn (proton) and 720 mbarn (anti-
proton), resulting in an absorption length in this material of 21 cm (𝜋),
17 cm (proton), and 16 cm (anti-proton). We exploited this difference
by evaluating, in hadron calibration runs, the fraction of ‘‘punch-
trough‘‘ events 𝑓𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ satisfying the 𝑆𝐸 cut that have a MIP-like
signature in the HCAL-1 and with full-energy deposition in HCAL-2,
with respect to the total number of events satisfying the 𝑆𝐸 and the
𝑆𝐻 cuts. In doing so, we grouped together runs corresponding to the
same H4 beamline settings. We also applied a MC-derived correction to
𝑓𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ, of about 1.5%, to account for muon-induced events with
a ‘‘punch-through’’ signature due to Bremmstralung emission in HCAL-
2. We compared this result with the punch-through probability 𝑃𝑀𝐶

from Monte Carlo simulation of the NA64-𝑒 setup for each hadron type,
𝑃𝑀𝐶
𝑝 and 𝑃𝑀𝐶

𝜋 , where 𝑝 is either a proton (positive-charge mode run)
r an anti-proton (negative-charge mode runs). Finally, we extracted
he fraction of pions among the H4 beamline hadronic contaminants
𝑓𝜋) by solving the equation:

𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ = 𝑓𝜋𝑃
𝑀𝐶
𝜋 + 𝑓𝑝𝑃

𝑀𝐶
𝑝 , (4)

ith the constraint 𝑓𝜋 + 𝑓𝑝 = 1 (i.e., we ignored the residual contri-
utions from kaons). To evaluate the systematic uncertainty associated
ith the energy thresholds in the 𝑆𝐸 cut, as before we repeated the
valuation of 𝑓𝑝𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ−𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ for each combination, and then we com-
uted the standard deviation of all values: the obtained uncertainty is
egligible with respect to the statistical one. Similarly, to evaluate the
ncertainty associated with the simulation, we repeated the calculation
f 𝑓𝜋 using results obtained from GEANT4 (FTFP_BERT physics list)
nd FLUKA; obtained values were compatible within ≃ 20% (≃ 10%) for
he negative (positive) charge mode. Our results for 𝑓𝜋 are summarized
n Table 2; the large values of the statistical uncertainty are due to the
ery low yield of ‘‘punch-through’’ events. The obtained results confirm
he trend predicted by Monte Carlo. We ascribed the difference between
ata and MC in positive-charge mode to the fact that, due to mass-
ependent effects such as syncrotron radiation emission, protons are
ransported by the H4 beamline with lower efficiency than 𝜋+, thus
ncreasing the measured value of 𝑓 at the NA64 detector location.
𝜋
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5. Conclusions

We measured the intrinsic hadron contamination of the H4 𝑒−∕𝑒+

eam at CERN. Our analysis exploits data collected by the NA64
xperiment during pairs of open-trigger runs with and without the lead
onverter downstream the T2 target. Comparing these data, we could
easure the ℎ∕𝑒 ratio through a fair methodology, negligibly affected

y the systematic uncertainty associated to absolute events normal-
zation. Our experimental results were compared with the prediction
rom Monte Carlo simulations and a good agreement was found. A
urther improvement of this prediction would require to introduce in
he simulations the effect of the ∼540 m-long beamline between the
2 target and the detector, including non-ideal effects associated to
isplacements, and goes beyond the scope of this work.

In conclusion, in this work we proved that the possible electron
urities available in the H4 beamline of the SPS North Area may reach,
ith this tuning, a 𝑒∕ℎ ratio up to 99.7% for 100 GeV/c beams, for

ntensities up to ≃6 × 106 𝑒−/spill. This result is crucial for NA64,
s well as any future fixed-target experiment at CERN demanding for
igh-purity, high-intensity electron beam in this energy range.
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